The Drawing Room, Kingston Illustration Animation BA (hons), RCA MA
Animation Collaboration
Drawing Room Write Up
By Martin Morris and Betsy Dadd

Student manipulating their drawing through using the camera as a drawing tool
A collaboration organised between Drawing Room and the Illustration Animation BA(Hons) (IABA)
course at KSA. The project was organised by:
 Mary Doyle (Co- Director at Drawing Room)
 Paddy Molloy (Acting Course Leader IABA KSA)
 Betsy Dadd (Engagement Curator at Drawing Room)
 Martin Morris (Senior Lecturer IABA KSA).
Other people that took part in delivery of this project were:
 Yamuna Ravindran (Study Librarian at Drawing Room) – Library Research Workshop
 Russell Weekes (Lecturer IABA KSA) – Sound and Timeline Workshop
This collaborative project had several aims:
 To investigate and develop ideas toward pedagogic practice in the field of drawing.
 Develop Outreach opportunities to develop possibilities in pedagogic delivery in creative
training for education and industry for both Drawing Room and IABA










Making the students question their current working methods/pre-conceived ideas on
process and outcome
Allow students to think about their work and what directions it might take after
graduation/where their work might be placed in the world
Allow students to consider their work in relation to post graduate study
Engaging Students in off-side projects exploring how learning can take place outside of the
studio/university.
Introducing new young audiences to Drawing Room and familiarising students with the
Study Library which is a free resource for them to use at any time.
Bridging the practice of ‘research’ and ‘making,’ presenting these as interconnected
activities
Bringing students together from across year groups and introducing them to RCA MA level
students who took part on a parallel strand of the project.
Hosting students work within the gallery setting to elevate their learning.

Introduction
The brief was developed and written by Betsy Dadd (Drawing Room’s Engagement Curator) and
Martin Morris (Senior Lecturer Level 4 and 5 Illustration Animation BA (Hons) Kingston School of Art)
who had worked together in relation to and approaches to drawing and moving image at the RCA
and more recently to deliver sessions focused on drawing at Kingston Illustration Animation BA
(Hons) KSA on module 5001 led by Martin Morris.
This workshop was as a cross institutional collaboration between Drawing Room, the Illustration
Animation BA (Hons) (IABA) Kingston School of Art (KSA) and the Drawing Room and Animation MA
course at the Royal College of Art (RCA). Betsy would lead sessions in image making and editing at
the KSA and RCA on separate dates before bringing students from both art schools together to
present their work and discuss the outcomes in the final workshop. This document focuses on
sessions delivered for the benefit of Kingston students up until the final presentation workshop.

At Kingston the collaboration was divided into four separate workshops (with the fourth workshop
framed as a presentation of the work produced), ranging from half a day to a full day each, that took
place over several weeks. They were split between the Drawing Room in Elephant and Castle and
the Illustration Animation studios at KSA based in River House, Kingston.
The opportunity to take part was presented to the students as an optional sign up workshop
primarily to Level 5 & 6 (second and third year of the course) as Level 4 (first year of the course) had
not yet had their introductory principle sessions.
Kingston’s internal email and internet system of Outlook, Box and Canvas were used extensively as a
means of updating and communicating with students who were spread across all three years of the
course (Outlook), a go to point for brief and timetable information/links (Canvas) and a repository
for visual research and final hand in at deadline (Box). KSA’s loans room was also utilised for booking
out and use of cameras and audio recording equipment.
Separate to this the brief was also delivered to students on the Animation MA at the (RCA). The
main difference being the Kingston Students would take part in a sound workshop led by Russell

Weekes and the RCA students would produce a self-led sound piece separate to any lecturer led
workshop.
Workshops
9th October 2019
Drawing Room, Elephant and Castle
Marc Bauer Show and Library Research Workshop
Sessions led by Mary Doyle, Yamuna Ravindran and Betsy Dadd.
Martin Morris and Paddy Molloy on hand to observe and facilitate as needed
Co-Director Mary Doyle gave the students a tour of Marc Bauer show ‘Mal Etre/Performance’
installed at Drawing Room, uncovering themes, layout and conversations Mary had with the artist
throughout the making of the work. It was visible the students engaged with the work on a level that
wasn’t just a like or dislike about the visual style, but an internal and deeper conversation they were
having around thematics, methodology and curation of the work.
At first they all stood back at a polite distance making notes but after Mary had spoken about the
work and the processes involved in production and concept the students started to look differently
at the drawings in the room, how they related to each other, what individual images contained and
how those images spoke with other images on the opposite walls. They questioned how the work
was laid out and then considered how these things coming together made them feel. This was visible
in their body language. Rather than being hunched making notes in small sketchbooks at 15 feet
from the image they were standing at different distances to one another, shoulders relaxed and
talking to one another about what they were seeing, connections they were making.

Viewing the Marc Bauer exhibition

This private viewing with Mary Doyle gave the students an insight into the processes Marc Bauer
used during the production of the shown works. How ideas were investigated and how these ideas
organically (a term that comes up several times during observations and outcomes of this project)
grew from one another. The idea of investigating themes rather than taking a held point of view
gave the students license to consider that experience the work with an open mind. In

communicating this to the students so succinctly, Mary laid the foundations for students to
not fixate on a final idea but to consider their outcomes as the result of a continual
investigation, a working process.
The Library research workshop took place directly after viewing the show with the library being
adjacent to the gallery space. We felt this proximity was important as it made the close and essential
link between research and the work produced physically, spatially tangible to the students. The
research workshop was led by Yamuna Ravindran and Betsy Dadd with Martin Morris and Paddy
Molloy helping facilitate when needed. A conversation took place in which the students were asked
for their thoughts on the show, what they had noticed and how they felt about the work on show
and the processes the artist used.
The feedback from the students pointed at a level of engagement which was very positive to see.

Researching in the Library at drawing Room

The workshop helped students value the importance of research and think about how it connects to
their studio practice. The process of ‘gathering information’ was eloquently communicated to the
students by quoting David Lynch who once referred to research as ‘gathering sticks to light a fire.’

Yamuna Ravindran helped make the idea of research accessible and opened the exciting and various
possibilities of how research can be conducted. Yamuna provided small digital cameras and
scanners. The students went about laying books out on the tables, finding images, photographing
them, not just straight on but from different angles, passing books to fellow students, talking about
what they saw. The library had become a hive of activity, of books stacking up out of order and
conversation about drawing. A process of searching, of not pre-deciding results. Research had
become a form of active learning, a form of play that was closer to their experience in drawing
workshops at Kingston. Through this the students became excited to use the library as a site for
‘visual research’ and happenstance interaction with text and image, realising their critical studies
and dissertation activities may connect with their studio work.
The discussion had linked to the idea of research or gathering information that was eloquently
communicated to the students by Betsy Dadd as collecting sticks with which to select and combine
as hey built up. Followed by this was a practical exercise briefed by Yamuna Ravindran in which
students were instructed to browse the books available to them in the library, photograph things
that took their interest and put them into an image bank (hosted in Kingston’s internal system
‘Box’). Yamuna provided small digital cameras and scanners. The students went about laying books
out on the tables, finding images, photographing them, not just straight on but from different
angles, passing books to fellow students, talking about what they saw. The library had become a hive
of activity, of books stacking up out of order and conversation about drawing. This short exercise
had instantly changed the students relationship with the idea of research which many feared or did
not know what relevance could play in their practical work. A process of searching, of not predeciding results. Research had become a form of active learning, a form of play that was closer to
their experience in drawing workshops at Kingston.

16th October 2019
Kingston, River House
Drawing and the Timeline Workshop
Session led by Betsy Dadd
Martin Morris on hand to observe and facilitate as needed

Students used their findings from the Library Research Workshop as a starting point. They selected
from the online image repository they had created collectively (hosted on BOX) and had free reign to
use any image whether or not another student had sourced it originally. Betsy then led a series of
exercises in which the students explored and responded to their found images though drawing.
These exercises were devised to fragment, disrupt and reorder their library findings into something
new and drawn. Activities included quick sketches, memory drawing fragmentation through folding,
cutting, sequencing, collaging and scaling up. Students worked on tables, walls and the floor borrowing mark-making approaches from life drawing sessions held at Kingston during their studies
and applying them to Betsy’s methodologies. This session used research and ideas from the first
drawing Room library session but started afresh, everything was being discovered for the first time
and not ‘cemented’ by the previous research outcomes.

Students drawing in Betsy’s workshop at Kingston
This freedom of exploration generated an energy in the room and the space soon filled with unique
original drawings.
A lunch was provided of tea, coffee and cake. This played an important role as it was a way of
persuading the students not to disappear to town for lunch but rather stay and relax in the space
that had, only minutes before, been a hive of activity. Even so aspects of the energy generated in the
morning session remained as students, with cup and cake in hand, walked around the space and
discussed with each other the images produced, what they thought of what they saw and what
surprised them.

Tea, cake and discussion at lunch

The second phase of the workshop utilised the camera in various ways as a tool to photograph and
film. Betsy lead exercises that forced the students to view their drawings afresh. Students were
encouraged to photograph from an angle to give the impression of their drawings stretching and
warping, back-lighting an image and capturing 2D works as rolled, folded and hanging 3D forms.
Transitioning into the animation suite for the third phase, students began to play with their work in
sequence, exploring the idea of fragments in terms of time, rhythm and spatial arrangement.
They edited the footage with either Adobe Premier or Adobe After Effects to manipulate their
footage and stills on a timeline - slowing down, speeding up, changing the framing, shots within
shots, created overlays, held images for short or long periods of time, considered the effect a still
image had at the start of the timeline and how that effected the feel of a recoloured image in
another part of the timeline. Working alongside each other, students were looking at one another’s
work, and in doing so, allowed elements of copying to take place in, framing it as a positive and
productive way of learning, interpreting and echoing and idea, where copying something means you
learn from it and make it you own.

30th October 2019
Sound and Image Workshop
Session led by Russell Weekes
Martin Morris on hand to observe and facilitate as needed
The brief for this section of the workshop was designed by Martin Morris and Russell Weekes.
Martin’s involvement in the writing of the brief allowed for it to relate to other workshop
approaches delivered by Betsy at the Drawing Room Gallery (Marc Bauer Show and Library Research
Workshop) and KSA (Drawing and the Timeline workshop). The link between drawing and sound
needed to be made, more precisely to approach sound as they did drawing. Students would need to
start afresh; they would need to play and not feel the pressure of making a final piece to stop them
tightening up. This is how they had approached drawing up until now. We facilitated this by
removing the pressure of a pre-considered result and making a direct link to drawing and sound.
Firstly the students were told that they were making sound for another students film. By doing this
they let go of worry, the idea that they could take risks, as they didn’t have to live with the results,
was planted. By looking at the works of multi-instrumentalist Anthony Braxton and artist Geoff
Winston students could see how sound, space and rhythm could be visualised through drawing. The
students then watched the film they were to make the sound for (an edited image piece produced in
the previous workshop by another student) and responded to it through drawing. They drew the
silent sequential edit, how long an image stayed on screen, how it felt when it changed colour,
inverted, was held for extended periods, how it made them feel. This formed the basis for the audio.

Student sound drawing
For the next two hours the students went around Kingston recording sounds on their mobile phones
or ‘Zoom’ audio recorders. They then laid these sound recordings to together in Adobe Premier or
Adobe After Effects before speeding the sound up, slowing it down, chopped it up, warping and
editing it in playful interesting ways to mimic the feel of the sound drawings they made earlier and
how this audio editing made them feel. The final twist to the session came when they were informed
that they were unknowingly making a sound bed for their own film all along. In doing this it was
assured every stage of this workshop, as with the other workshops, was a playful investigation that
used processes of searching common to drawing and also the final moving image pieces were a
revelation.

Recorded sound being edited

6th November 2019
Drawing Room, Elephant and Castle
Screening of Final Films with RCA students
Mary Doyle, Betsy Dadd, Yamuna Ravindran, Martin Morris, Paddy Molloy and Russell Weekes in
attendance
The feedback provided by the students, as part of their hand in requirements, was printed as a
handout as if part of a gallery show a Drawing Room and presented alongside catalogues from other
shows at the gallery. Beer was also available to add to the feeling of an end of project and a ‘proper’
private view. The Kingston and RCA films were collected into a twenty minute show reel and
projected on a loop in the gallery space alongside Marc Bauer’s show.

Students viewing films made in workshop at Drawing Room

This way of presenting the work created a link between this final workshop and first workshop in
which they visited Bauer’s show. This was the first chance the students had to view the work on a
large screen in a darkened room with a sound set up suitable for presentation of the work. The
removal of the work from a studio set up to a gallery space allowed us to view and consider the work
in a more intimate fashion. The change of set (focus of us the students and the tutors) and setting
(where we now experienced the work) created a different experience. The students sat as a group
and we (Mary, Betsy, Paddy and I) were able to observe this from a distance, not just the films as
final pieces but also how the students reacted to them, many students watched the show reel twice
through. The finished films from the Kingston students showed surprising coincidences in alignment
of sound and image, interesting narrative hints and exciting relationships and feelings created when
the sound was out of line with the image or opposite to how you expect it to be (a result of the
processes in the sound workshop).

Two stills from student films

We then moved into the Library to discuss the project. Led by Betsy and Yamuna we discussed what
it was like to see the films in such a space on a large scale. It became clear that a lynch pin to the
project for Kingston students had been the use of sound (led by Russell Weekes) that had mirrored
the proceeding workshops in its spontaneous/organic approach) but also through ‘trap’ laid in the
sound workshop when the students believed they were working on another person’s moving image
piece, brought the films together. These results greatly interested the RCA students who had
approached sound in a more standard way in relation to finishing their film. It helped them consider
other possibilities. The differing results in image sequence that the RCA students offered helped the
Kingston students think outside of the workshop approaches allowing them to conceive of broader
horizons in approaching image making and manipulation. In this outcome we had developed a
mutually beneficial cross institutional knowledge exchange.

Discussion on processes in and outcomes of project between Drawing Room, IABA and RCA

Conclusion
Overall the workshop was extremely successful. Firstly it formed the common link in both the
practices of Betsy Dadd and Martin Morris going back to the RCA. More so the students found
alternate, organic ways of working with drawing, image, sequence and sound. They could conceive
of their work fitting into different areas of practice (theatre visuals, experimental film, narrative
adaptation, gallery setting, post graduate study). It also allowed them to develop a greater
understanding of studio practice in a way that allowed for continued play and investigation akin to
approaches to drawing we teach at Kingston. The RCA students, many in production of their final MA
films, saw sound production and processes in a new light, ideas they could carry through into their
own work. The Drawing Room was able to show its ability to communicate and devise approaches to
outreach toward education and workshop development and broaden its remit. Kingston IABA was
able to develop outward looking workshop approaches that helped build on ideas delivered within
the course and also evidence their uses in a wider context. Going forward it would be good to build
on these workshops for further joint projects and possible alternate outreach.

Student feedback

Below are the feedback paragraphs submitted as part of project hand in by the students

FRAGMENTS
& NON-LINEAR
NARRATIVES
A visual research and experimental
animation project with Kingston
School of Art & RCA, 2019

ANGUS MITCHELL

BEN SHEPHERD-BARRON

LAINA DEENE
After looking at the work
of Marc Bauer at The
Drawing Room and exploring
the contemporary drawing
library, I felt as if I had
been missing out on this
new way of learning and
dissecting text!
Whilst animating the still
images, I was so amazed
by how my drawings had
taken movement in such
an interesting way. I’ve
never been much of a fan
of animation because I
get distracted and tired
of drawing the same thing
twice, which I didn’t have
to do anything at all
to achieve my film! This
has really helped me see
animation and researching
text in a new beneficial way!

My favourite part was the memory drawing
exercise and so I took this approach for the final
animation of redrawing from all I recorded on the
day of drawing with Betsy. Creating loose loops
from memory of drawings or phrases I took from
the exhibition. Using text so intensely gives the
piece a driving narrative and it was incredible
to see how sound set a new tone for the story.
I want to make a few more soundscapes to lay
over the visuals and see how that affects its
interpretation.
Being limited to recording with a laptop and
using household objects or myself to make
sound meant I learnt how to mold sounds into
bizarre forms. The line between noise and music
is a blurred one; I believe this piece is music
due to its rhythm present throughout from the
alternating levels.

FLORENCE CONERNEY
As a result of this collaboration I was particularly
inspired by Marc Bauer himself. I found his exhibition
to be really profound and I got a sense of his motives
behind trying to create a different reception of events
such as the migrant crisis through zooming into
fragments that otherwise are lost in the psychobabble
of media coverage! I think I grasped the essence of
the way he isolated imagery which filtered into my
final edit, especially as through drawing Marc Bauer
attempts to slow down the reception of imagery and
even makes fictional frames. From researching in the
library to drawing from our selected images I like the
idea that fragmented imagery can create a narrative so
unexpectedly and often does. Our choice of imagery
tied with spontaneous sound became magical.

FREYA CROISSANT
This project, I feel, has introduced me to a different way of thinking in regard to my work.
The time spent in the Drawing Room library was such an amazing and exciting way of collating
research. I ended up having some really useful material which was not only beneficial to this project
but I have also started to use in other projects! The idea of letting your thought/ideas, no matter how
insignificant they seemed, helped develop the project and led to a really exciting outcome. Although we
weren’t working with any particular narrative it was interesting to see little narratives form in the most
unexpected ways. Just by creating and adding the sound to someone else’s film really helped with letting
go of predetermined structures and restraints. The exhibition at the Drawing Room of Marc Bauer –
Performance was truly captivating. His work was not something I would not typically be drawn to.
However, the way he had generated ideas and his thought process was very inspiring and has changed
the way I consider looking at and making work from the initial research stage through to an end of any
given project.

JARVIS WOODMAN

JOSE CORDOVA
Doing this project has helped
me find the new ways to help
my creative process when it
comes to image research. In
the process of creation ive
found out that research itself
can be the final piece, looking at images and doing them
from memory was also really
helpful to me in finding ways
to transform reference and
create something more separated since ita been completely filtered to fragments.

JOSIE OWEN

The drawing room project for me has opened up a different way of approaching and collating research as well as
an alternative way of making drawings move. I particularly
found the method of collaging found images together in
the drawing workshop something that has found it’s way
into the final film. Attempting to challenge how moving
images are cropped and placed in varying positions on
the screen, as well as distorting and layering one another.
The final element of sound, particularly the approach of
using another students film enabled me to continue the
same approach as the drawing. This resulted in, after
understanding it was for my own film, with sound that naturally embraced this idea of a sensation through collage
like techniques on screen.

MEGAN WILLETT

What I found most interesting about this process is how
moving image does not require you to draw every frame.
Taking multiple photos of one image can provide you
with enough material for minutes of animation. I started
my process by drawing at speed, collecting fragments.
I then recorded my drawings through photography
and experimented with morphing my paper; making
my 2D drawings almost appear 3D. I focused on how
I could show my mark making when assembling my
animation by keeping the camera zoomed in and
contrasting this with flashes of imagery. I feel the sound
workshop helped me realise its not always necessary
for your sound to match what’s exactly on screen and
the fragmented sound has added new meaning to my
animation.

NOAH MAUCHLY

MOLLY O’NIEL
The work reflects the new ways we explore how to get to an outcome. By using the
library and exhibition as a spring board it was able to be free from restraints. Having a broad but strong basis allowed for complete abstraction and discovery of new
meaning. For me it was interesting to see links emerge between abstractions and
new narrative or emotions developing out of a broad process. In the final edit of
the images the work really came alive as the layers even further began to draw connection between images. This felt like an organic way of working that produced a
surprising outcome. From going to the library to the studio gave the work a strong
connection to the research process and revealed how interlinked the two stages can
be which is something I’ll definitely take away with me into future projects.

ROWEN HANSON
ROSY SCHOFIELD
In one of the startling trips of fate I was given a piece
of writing in the research workshop that eloquently
expresses what I think about constantly, and what I want
to say. I was made aware last year, in discussion with
my tutor, that men generally aren’t subject to crippling
self-consciousness in their every move. I realised there
are allies in the art world talking about this: from Maria
Lassnig to Louise Bourgeois, and the Drawing Room
library enabled me to look more deeply into their lesserknown works, and to discover other artists, such as
Nicola Tyson.
In the following workshop, I incorporated marks
and the gaps in my animation from a collage of my
workshops drawings and the work of the women I
researched who have a similar message. Although the
method of working was not conceptual but pressured
and erratic, I think this suggests another layer of my
theme: how we try to murder the primitive, emotive,
appetitive self.

My film started from a passage with
outer bodily imagery. I liked the idea
of being able to see yourself from
another’s perspective but have no
control over your actions. The next
weeks workshop blew my original
thoughts out of the water. I was
grateful to be drawing and particularly
liked photographing my drawings
with physicality and making them 3D.
When editing my material, I focused on
animation-like sequences of images
and overlapping film clips. The sound
workshop completed the film, the
layers of sound actually synced a lot
more than I imagined. I think I will
take these experimental approaches
to drawing and sound forward in my
projects to come.

SIMON HAMLYN
I started this project thinking about sharing and
receiving language via Vilém Flusser’s essay, but
as I expanded this theme visually it became about
information and channels of communication.
Juxtaposing and linking images and ideas in the
studio my points of interest developed into a more
sinister idea about extracting information.
When editing I kept the idea of an interrogation
in mind, to link and direct my images; the edit
became aggressive, pulling and pushing – rhythms
of recoil. I tried to find ways to make scanned
images dynamic next to the photographic, I
wanted them to feel like they existed on a deeper
plane – inscrutable and hidden information, out of
reach – unextractable.

STELLA CHAPMAN
The nature of my drawings changed completely once
becoming film- from more literal to abstract, figurative
to pattern. The film I came out with was as a result of
pretty much playing about and contrasting different
stills/ films that were inverted/ zoomed or cropped- I
knew I wanted the film to be split screen- I started
by having almost a manual split screen (where my
drawings had divisions) and then one I created when
editing. I then placed films/ images that had vertical
lines that would try to line up with the central line I had
made in the film- there’s almost like this struggle for
different fragments to align. As someone who is prone
to overthinking final outcomes/ getting too much in their
head because of the way this project was paced and
designed, I found it almost impossible to over think/
plan my outcome at any point, which is perfect!!

MIRANDA
TEMPLE-SMITH
QI ZHUANG

I haven’t done a project like the
drawing room collaboration before.
It was well focused and allowed for
free explorationon the side of other
more stressful projects. I’ve found
the ideas we explored regarding the
exhibition (eg.framing, making oblique
connections between images) keep
popping up in other projects I’m doing
and it’s nice to continuethe processes.
Each workshop was really enjoyable-I
particularly liked visiting the library
in the drawing room; the atmosphere
whenwe were image hunting felt
focused and productive. The cross-year
nature of the projectmeant working
with a new mix of students, with
new perspectives to work alongside.
The charcoal drawing workshop
was inspiring,and I want to use the
methods more going forwards in my
work. Thank you to all who made this
possible!

YASSMINE BETIOUI
This workshop has been a great chance to explore
the relationship between engaging with images
and the process of drawing. I really enjoyed
experimenting with filming the drawings we
produced during the workshop. It’s interesting how
certain angles or ways of positioning the paper
can mean that the image is translated through the
camera in a way which becomes quite sculptural and
holds a sense of space.

ALICE AIRES

In this workshop I expanded my vision of research, by looking at text as a way to fuel visual
imagination, aside from a conceptual/narrative reference. I decided to create an abstract
animation, inspired by research I did for my dissertation on the psychology of abstract
animation in advertising, rythm, and its power of persuasion. From the two page text I was
given, I abstracted two main emotions/actions: that of travelling through an open road in
the country side, and that of having a powerful encounter with something, a realisation.
The process of drawing with charcoal, scanning and then playing with the pictures in
After Effects was a chance to practice creating a symbiosis between traditional and digital
media, which is an aesthetic I am interested in pursuing and refining further. The choice
of song was intuitive, the harp sits well with the drawn and distorted lines as it's a stringed
instrument - so its almost as if we witness a depiction of it being played at some points.
It also has a tone of melancholy and mystery which contrasts with the bright colours and
flashes, adding to the hypnotising feeling.

ELLINOR BALKE
The project has expanded
my perception of the
possibilities of animation,
particularly the method
of taking the audience
on a journey through the
image using the camera
as a “driving force” in the
narrative. I enjoyed using
a sculptural approach to
animation as well, like we
did in the second workshop,
folding and reshaping
the paper and thinking
of a drawing in a three
dimensional way. This
project has shown me you
don’t need a complex series
of drawings to make an
interesting animation.

